
Floor-mounted benches

100 mm minimum height 3.94’’

1300 mm lifting height 51.18’’

105 mm minimum height 4.13’’

1300 mm lifting height 51.18’’

105 mm minimum height 4.13’’

1640 mm lifting height 64.57’’

JOLLIFT 1330 BENCH

3000 kg maximum capacity 6615 lb

JOLLIFT 1335 BENCH

JOLLIFT MASTER BENCH 35

3500 kg maximum capacity 7717 lb

3500 kg maximum capacity 7717 lb

Lifting by rubber blocks and wheels free or by wheel lifting supports

Reduced minimum height (100 mm / 3.94’’ – on

JOLLIFT 1330 Bench) thanks to the POWER 

FI.TIM ENERGY patent
Tyre guards

Foldable lifting arms

for driving over the

lift more easily

Reduced length of the upper platform for full access of 

the lower, front and back side of the vehicle 

Main featuresMain features

Reversible load, the heaviest side of 

the vehicle (motor side) on both sides 

of the bench

EH model Electrohydraulic

- 400 V 3phase (standard)

- 230 V 3phase or 1phase (on request)

SC19.ES FL08.ES

PH model

Pnuemohydraulic 

(only 1330 Bench Combi)

2 clamp models available that can be mounted 

comfortably when the vehicle has already been

raised as they are independent from the lifting supports. 

FL08 clamps allow to raise the vehicle off the platform
of the lift.

3 traction arm models available that can be

mounted on any point of the lifting platform
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Floor-mounted benches

Safety devicesSafety devices

Mechanical safety catch

Outer and inner wheel stops on 

the wheel lifting supports

Emergency stop button with key 

against non-authorized use

Safety device operating during 

lowering with acoustic signal 

activation

Main optional accessoriesMain optional accessories

RC remote control 

B90 pads remain fastened to the 

lifting support

Wheel lifting supports with crossbars available 

as an option on all floor-mounted models. Driving 
over the lift becomes faster and the vehicle 

structure does not flex

RUB high / adjustable pads

The telescopic lifting supports are near 

the footprint area of the vehicle that

has been raised, for the safety of people 

working near the vehicle.


